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UNDERSTANDING
COMMODITIES
Article written by Taíssa dos Santos
To put it simply, commodities are basic goods (raw materials or agricultural
products) interchangeable, or fungible, with others of the same type, used as inputs
in the production of other goods and services. The quality may differ slightly but is
fundamentally uniform across all producers. These alongside stocks, bonds and reals
estate are among the major investment classes.
There are four main categories of commodities traded: metal, energy, livestock and

TAÍSSA DOS SANTOS meat, and agricultural. Some traditional examples include oil, natural gas, gold, coffee
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Futures Contracts

and cotton.

Commodities are traded on a futures market. Commodities and futures work similarly to the way stocks and
equities do when investors talk about stock market. Futures are standardized contracts among buyers and
sellers regarding an asset – such as a commodity, currency, or stock- that is bound to be bought or sold for a
specific price, on a specific date in the future (the expiration date). They can be sold or bought repeatedly until
the expiration date, at which point they will fulfil with cash or physical delivery of the goods at the price in the
contract. Owing commodities is often seen as an opportunity to diversify portfolios beyond traditional securities
and a hedge against inflation.

Volatility
Provided that futures contracts rely on an agreed-upon price that stands until the expiration date regardless of
the current price at the time of delivery, commodities futures trade on exchanges are a way for suppliers
(producers) to hedge against changes in the market prices of the goods, as well as a way for speculators to profit
from these fluctuations, given the volatility characteristic of commodities’ trade.
Commodities are more volatile than other assets due many reasons, among them:
Liquidity (or trading volume), as many commodities that trade on the futures exchanges offer less liquidity
than other mainstream assets. In spite of gold and oil being the most liquidly traded commodities, the
potential for adverse events to occur that can still affect extraction causes the market to be highly volatile at
times.
Supply and Demand, heavy influencers in commodities’ prices.
Mother Nature, since volatility is related to the risk associated with unpredictability of certain factors such
as weather, epidemics, and disasters. This is probably the most important reason as the production,
extraction and farming rely heavily on natural conditions.
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Notice that, when talking about commodities’ liquidity, oil is unsurprisingly mentioned as a top traded
commodity due to the global demand and intense energy consumption resulting from rapidly industrializing
economies. However, the market volatility becomes evident when in this year’s Spring oil prices collapsed amid
Covid-19 pandemic and economic slowdown.

Hedge and Speculation
Volatility can be both a trader’s paradise or an investor’s nightmare as traders seek profit and investors look for
steady earnings.
Manufacturers and service providers that rely on commodities for their production process participate in
commodities markets in order to reduce their risk of financial loss due to a change in price.
The Airline sector can be taken as an example as a large industry that must secure massive amounts of fuel at
stable prices for planning purposes. This leads to the engagement in hedging with futures contracts, allowing
airline companies to purchase fuel at fixed rates for a specified period of time. The same goes for farming
cooperatives that require a relative level of price predictability so that operating expenses can be managed
efficiently. These are situations that reflect the search for stability in the price structure, risk mitigation and
avoiding unpleasant surprises.
On the other side of the spectrum, we have speculators whose ultimate goal is to profit from the volatile price
movements. They buy a contract at a certain price, wait for the price to go up before selling the contract to an
end-user. There is never actually the intention to take delivery of the commodity itself as they do not rely on the
goods to maintain business operations, typically closing out their positions before the futures contract is due.

Conclusion
The aim of this article is to present very lightly, in an easy and understandable way, some of the basic principles
and mechanisms of commodity trading, futures contracts and everything around the topic from volatility to
hedging and speculation which correspond to the different purposes of participants in the markets.
Furthermore, as consumers of commodities, staple goods, it is important to understand how volatility of such
goods can impact our daily lives, namely when changing prices lead to an immediate change in our living
expenses, and how, on the other hand, demand plays a huge role on market prices. However, this is just
scratching the surface. When it comes to commodities, there is more to it.
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THE BULL CASE FOR THE
URANIUM SECTOR
Article written by João Ferraz
Uranium is a common heavy metal and a concentrated source of energy, which is
found with a concentration of 2 to 4 parts per million, according to the World Nuclear
Association (WNA). According to the same source, currently it represents 10% of the
world’s energy and is produced by 440 reactors worldwide.
Even though most people and the media only talk and discuss about the problems and

JOÃO FERRAZ
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disasters of the nuclear energy, its advantages probably remain unknown for most.
When compared to other sources of energy it produces more output per ton of

mineral, the energy is produced with safety and no greenhouse gas emissions, according to the magazine Mining
Technology. In addition, it is probably much cheaper than other sources of energy since the cost of running a
nuclear power plant is low and it can produce a lot of energy with a small amount of Uranium.
The industry itself is highly concentrated
on both the demand and supply side. On
one hand, according to the WNA, 56% of
the

world

uranium

concentrated

in

production

Canada,

is

Namibia,

Australia, Kazakhstan and Niger, whilst
52% of the world’s consumption comes
from USA, China, Japan and Russia. This
concentration opens the industry to
political risk whether it is between countries or within the country, like Australia (that owns 31% of the world’s
Uranium reserves).
Regarding the price, since the beginning of 2020, the spot price of Uranium ranged between 24.63 and 33.93 per
pound, whilst the Long-term Price used in contracts with utility companies ranged between 32.50 and 36.00 per
pound, according to Cameco. Unlike other commodities, Uranium isn’t traded on an Exchange and the price has
been in decline since the boom in 2007.
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As an economics student aware of the hate
around

nuclear

energy

(due

to

the

catastrophes and its military usage) I would
argue that this decline in prices comes from
lower demand. Although, the data does not
tell the same story. As shown in this graph,
the energy production was slashed by 2% on
November 2011 after the Fukushima disaster
in February and only went back to its previous
level in 2015. Although, after that it has been
constantly rising until 2018. On the other hand, the price has been declining since 2011 and stayed flat after
2015. Also, there are 11 countries (all in Europe) thatget at least 30% of its electricity from nuclear energy with
France getting an astonishing 70.6% of its energy from nuclear energy as of September 2020, according to the
WNA. Emerging countries like China, India and Russia rely a lot on pollutive sources of energy, thus these three
countries have plans and are building new reactors that will (at least) double its production over the next few
years, according to the same source.
So, if the problem isn’t with demand then probably it is with supply. According to the FT, the Uranium market is
suffering from the excess inventory before the Fukushima nuclear disaster and secondary supplies like sales
from the government and re-enrichment. Also, according to the magazine mining technology, nuclear energy
competes with cheaper alternatives like natural gas whose price has also been in decline.
Although, this trend could change
in the future since Cameco, one of
the biggest producers, had to
close its operations in Cigar Lake,
Canada, due to the pandemic,
according to a press release. This
mine extracts 13% of the world’s
Uranium consumption! According
to the transcript from the Q2
2020 conference call, the mine
restarted in September, but they
won’t be able to compensate for the lost production in 2020 and there are risks to the production rate in 2021.
Also, another long-term driver of the Uranium price is simply the cost of extraction and the sale price. As shown
in the 2020 Kazatomprom Investor Handout, 40% of the world’s Uranium is produced between the current
price and 50$. Since this graph considers cash costs then the current low prices are a short-term threat to
companies that can’t produce at such competitive prices like Kazatomprom.
Note: If you want to access any link directly,
you must download this document.
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UNDERSTANDING
DERIVATIVES
Article written by Catarina Matos
What is it?
A derivative is a financial security (fungible, negotiable financial instrument that
holds some type of monetary value) with a value that depends on other asset or more
than one asset, and the price of the derivative holds on to fluctuations of the derived
asset. More precisely, it is a contract between two parties, or more, that set the price
at a level to avoid the market fluctuations. Usually, the derived assets are purchased

CATARINA MATOS through brokerages, and the most common ones are stocks, bonds, currencies,
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commodities, and etc.

Hypothetical examples of the main uses of derivatives:
To hedge risk (with the objective of minimizing risk in the physical market) > Imagine the example of a wheat
producer and a bread manufacturer. A fall on the wheat price is bad for the wheat producer, but it’s great for the
bread manufacturer, because he will buy the wheat that he needs to produce the bread at a cheaper price, in
opposite to that, a rise on the wheat price is good for the its producer, but bad for the bread manufacturer. So, if
the wheat producer expects that the price of wheat is about to fall, and the manufacturer expects that the price
of wheat is about to rise, the two parties can celebrate a contract, fixing the price of wheat. If the producer is
right, then he “wins” because the price is now fixed by that contract and the manufacturer “loses” because he
would purchase one of his key inputs for cheaper than it is, and vice-versa.
Speculating derivatives (In this case, a speculator uses his/her knowledge to evaluate the market and the
direction that it is taking) > For the example of stocks, the investors can sell the stocks that they held on if they
think the price is high, and when it drops they buy the same stock again to obtain some profit.
As easy as it seems, not all what derivatives bring are benefits, such as having non-binding contracts, leverage
returns, advanced investment strategies, and others, nonetheless there are many wrong paths that can be taken,
and even though there are more, the one that will be talked about is the high possibility of being scammed.
Because there are people that know little about derivatives or are beginners (maybe some professional
investors), scam artists take advantage of that position and use derivatives as a way to build complex schemes.
A great example of a complex scheme, and the most famous until now, is Bernie Madoff ponzi scheme. Caught in
2008 and sentenced to 150 years in prison, Bernie Madoff used the so called ponzi scheme, called after Charles
Ponzi, taking from his investors around $65 billion, not just rich investors but also regular people, who were
attracted by the high returns promise.
Therefore, I would say, even though all people should invest, it should be a very thought through experience, and
specially if it is someone that doesn’t have much or any experience and knowledge at all.
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DERIVATIVES:

FUTURES AND OPTIONS
Article written by Diogo Marques
Derivatives have a long history. They were created to negotiate commodities, such
as wheat, in ancient times. It allowed for the producer to have a safe seller and viceversa and it allowed for both the producer and buyer to protect them selfs against
price fluctuations.
Nowadays, derivatives are a vast market and can be as large as one could imagine.
When talking about financial markets, we can separate it into two parts: stocks and

DIOGO MARQUES bonds; derivatives. The firsts, although large, can only be as large as the companies
BSc in Economics

"can grow". It is a very simple way to put it, but when we look at derivatives, they are mostly a contract that
underlays on other product. So, to give an example, when a company issues stock, there can be created as many
options, futures, forwards, ..., as one wants.
Derivatives allow investors to leverage positions and take more risk. This action makes the impact of price
fluctuations to be possibly bigger on markets and the economy. When this happens, there's always two sides of
the coin: financial and economic growth; financial and economic contraction. However, if these are viewed as a
risk and downsides to derivatives, they also allow investors to hedge and better manage risk, help the market to
be more efficient and allow for operational advantages.
Following the 2007/2008 financial crisis, some derivatives became very known, such as CDO's (Collateralized
Debt Obligations), MBS (Mortgage-Backed Securities) and Swaps. These are mostly related to FixedIncome/Debt and interest rates. However, if the financial crisis left derivatives "frowned upon", it does not
reflect their value and importance.
As seen in the beginning, derivatives are very connected with commodities. The instruments that allowed
producers and buyers to trade wheat are called futures and forwards (they are different products). Today,
futures, forwards and others are used in any kind of transaction, since equities, fixed-income, interest rates,
currencies, among others.
When analysing commodities, their price is often settled with some connection with futures contracts.
Commodities "present" price is a reflection of supply and demand. For example, the recent oil negative pricing
reflected the shortage of demand. The futures contract that had a due date on 20th April turn to negative
ground, however, this did not affect longer-term futures contracts as much, because long term demand and
supply reflects other expectations.
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Options can also be useful for commodities trading, especially in times of extreme prices. Let's imagine Silver it
an all-time high. Call options could have a high premium and puts a low one. That is, calls may be overpriced and
puts underpriced. This is an opportunity for those who detain it to sell it if it starts do devaluate but, if it
continues to valorise, they paid a little insurance (premium) on it. In practice, it is not that simple, but it
demonstrates a bit of how options are also relevant in commodities markets.
Options are also very used by new traders and traders with low-value portfolios because one can 0trade, e.g.,
stocks valued on 300 dollars with 20 dollars contracts. Take note that these examples are not real and do not
take into account any valuation model. Let's imagine that company X is quoted at 100 dollars today (moment 0).
Options traders are bullish for the next two months and the most optimistic option for two months later
(moment 2) has a strike price of 115 dollars. You believe it will hit higher numbers (maybe you have inside
information), so you buy a call option for 120. Many people call you crazy because it will never get that high, so
the option price is low. After one month and two weeks (moment 1,5), the stock is valued at 115 dollars, it
exceeded all expectations. Now, your option has a higher demand, its price is higher, you sell. Since we are talking
on a stock evaluated in 100/120 dollars, your option would cost less than 20 dollars and you don't need all that
money (Graph below).

Concluding, derivatives play an important role in markets even though they can also be dangerous. Warren
Buffet called them "financial weapons of mass destruction", they can be destructive, but when used right they
help investors and traders and have significant importance to balance markets and help their actors.
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THE ECONOMICS IN TIME OF
COVID-19
Article written by Daniela Cazares Macias

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that most of the neoliberalist countries are not ready to confront a situation
like this, especially Mexico, because this type of system sees a constant consumption, profit report and
production in the country, it defines the citizens as consumers and is a process that rewards productivity and
punishes inefficiency.
Neoliberalism has created an interdependence of industries which used to be a way of promoting the economy,
but at this point is being affected by the sudden stop of the capital flows, affecting all of the industry sectors.
An important factor is that most of the energy that the world consumes is by the use of charcoal which is
increasing the production and consumption of it, however most of the countries do not have the resources for
“clean energy” which is increasing the pollution all over the world.
Mexico has been in an economic development by the excessive consumption and natural resources depletion,
which has brought an increase in the inequality and pollution; as Mexico depends of the neoliberalism system,
that political leaders are not disposed to stop the economy.
The effects that the COVID-19 is having is that there’s less sales, less collaborations, less liquid assets and an
increase of unemployment. The unemployment is of 2 millions of people in Mexico, there has been a contraction
in the first quarter of the year of 1.6%, there’s an estimated of 12 million of people who are under risk of extreme
poverty with a 7% of contraction in the GDP.
However, some of the measures that the government has introduced have no scientific basis and are not being
the best measures, because there’s a priority of the government to keep investing on CFE and PEMEX, to be
honest this is not profitable, we are getting into a recession for not improving into clean energy, besides this,
there’s not a support for private investment or a direct support to the formal work, either to the small and
medium-sized enterprises. This is a huge problem, because we depend of the formal economy, if we consider that
almost 50-56% of the Mexican economy is informal economy.
Not to mention that the 80% of Mexican economy is in the urban zone, from this percent the 76 out of the 80% is
from the private sector, this means that it’s run by individuals and companies for profit. In the private sector
there’s different business lines, I consider that the most important for Mexico’s economy increase is the
manufacture, because it has the 43% of the national sells and counts with almost 3 million of people working in
this business line. The manufacture of transport equipment is important also, because it has more than a million
of people working in this business line, so it’s a sector of the private industry
that should be more invested than oil.
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